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The college search can be a great excuse for a family vacation
By John Carpenter
Chicago Tribune

When my daughter put two
California colleges on her list,
I casually wondered whether
it would be cool to take the
train there from Chicago and
maybe drive down the Pacific
Coast Highway from Berkeley
to Pomona. Her eyes lit up,
and the decision was made.
Parenting tip: When your
17-year-old agrees to spend
57 hours on a train with you,
followed by three days in a car,
you say yes and book the tickets as fast as you can.
This tendency of mine to
turn school visits into diversionary adventures might
seem like parental avoidance.
I look at it as an aging dad
shaking his fist at the modern
college-search stress machine.
The plan was this: Sally and
I would ride Amtrak’s venerable California Zephyr to the
Bay Area, where my wife, Mary
— whose love for me does not
extend to my fondness for rail
journeys — would arrive by
air and join us. After a tour
of Berkeley and a few days in
San Francisco, we’d rent a car
and drive south at a leisurely
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The writer’s daughter, Sally Carpenter, soaks up the scenery as
Amtrak’s California Zephyr climbs into the Rocky Mountains in
Colorado.

Airlines add bigger
luggage bins but don’t
want you to pack more
By Hugo Martin
Los Angeles Times

Passengers who board
American Airlines flights may
notice that the overhead bins
on the new Airbus A321 Neo
planes have more luggage
space — 40% more to be exact.
The world’s biggest carrier
has added six of the new Airbus
planes with plans for seven
more by the end of the year,
bringing a total of 70 Neo planes
into the fleet over the next several years. Other airlines, including Delta and Alaska, are
also adding Airbus and Boeing
aircraft that come with larger
overhead compartments.
Airlines are promoting the
bigger bins as an effort to ease
the frustration of passengers
who can’t find space to stow
their carry-on luggage. But that
doesn’t mean they’re going to
let passengers stuff the roomier
bins with more or bigger bags:
None plan to ease carry-on
bag restrictions, and Alaska
Airlines last year reduced the
maximum size of carry-on luggage by 32%.
Instead, travel experts say,
carriers are addressing a problem they created over the last
decade by charging to check luggage and cramming more seats
into each cabin to boost profits.
The luggage fees prompted flyers to pack more into carry-on
bags to avoid checking suitcases; the extra seats mean additional passengers and, thus,
more carry-on bags.
The move to larger overhead compartments comes
after years of experimentation
with a long list of new ways to
increase revenue — such as
charging for early boarding,
extra leg room and other previously free amenities — so that
airlines could remain profitable amid economic downturns, competition, rising wages and fluctuating fuel costs.
The bigger bins also could
be money makers for airlines
because passengers are less
likely to clog plane aisles while
stowing and retrieving carryon bags, which leads to costly
delays. And the megabins create additional real estate that
airlines can, in effect, rent out
by enticing flyers to pay for early boarding to ensure their bags
get into a nearby overhead.
United Airlines said it has
begun installing larger bins on
some existing 737 planes and is
taking delivery of new 737 aircraft with bins that can hold up
to 62 additional bags on each
plane.
United rations its bin space
by forbidding passengers who

buy the cheapest fare — basic
economy — to put luggage
in the overhead bin. Any basic economy passenger who
brings a bag that doesn’t fit under the seat is charged to check
the bag into the cargo hold.
Airlines shrug off the contention that they created the
problem of insufficient overhead luggage space, saying the
new planes now offer more
than enough space for all the
carry-on bags.
The bigger bins are good
news for airlines because they
eliminate the flight delays that
come when flyers are unable
to find space for their carry-on
luggage and are forced to check
the bags into the cargo hold.
“The faster they can get people seated and close the door,
the better,” said Madhu Unnikrishnan, editor of the publication Skift Airline Weekly.
A takeoff delay on one flight
can disrupt an entire day’s
schedule of takeoffs and landings, costing an airline overtime
pay for workers and compensation costs for passengers whose
flights have been delayed.
Boeing Co. and Airbus, the
world’s biggest aircraft manufacturers, design the planes,
but the airlines make the final
choices for the interior layout
of each model, either by accepting a design offered by the
manufacturers or choosing
a third-party interior aircraft
designer that can customize
the seats, bathrooms and overhead bins for each model.
The bins on the A321 Neo
can fit 40% more luggage because they are built with a
thinner, lighter material, along
with a door that flips up instead
of having the entire luggage
compartment pivot down to let
passengers load bags. The bins
are 2 inches deeper and 2 inches taller, allowing flyers to line
up bags on their sides rather
than load them flat.
“Customers will have an easier time finding space for their
carry-on bag, helping expedite
the boarding process,” said
Kelsey Gion, a spokeswoman
for American Airlines. “The Neo
is a win-win for both our team
members and our customers.”
Alaska Airlines operates
eight A321 Neo planes with the
larger bins but also flies 79 Boeing 737-900 ERs, which include
a different overhead compartment design that can hold up
to 48% more luggage. The bins
on Alaska Airlines’ 737-900 ERs
are deeper and hang about 2
inches lower, which the carrier
says make it easier for flyers to
load heavy carry-on bags.

pace, with a short hike in Big
Sur and stops in Monterey and
Santa Barbara. After a night in
the Los Angeles suburbs, er,
the bucolic foothills of the San
Gabriel Mountains, we’d hightail it home in the traditional
manner, uncomfortably folding ourselves into an airborne
metal tube.
The first thing you need
to know about taking a
2,438-mile train ride is that
patience is both required and
rewarded. Also, reserving a
sleeper car is highly recommended. It’s not cheap, but
all meals — in our case, seven
of them, times two — were
included for a grand total of
$1,119.
Our Superliner Roomette
was tight but efficient: two
comfortable seats facing each
other, with a pop-up table
between. At night, those seats
slide down to make one bed,
while an upper bunk drops
from above. Both beds are
made up with mattresses,
sheets, blankets and pillows
— hardly a four-star hotel, but
comfortable enough.
And there is something
lovely about sleeping on a
train. The gentle rocking of 2

million pounds of steel surging across the Midwestern
prairie at 70-plus miles an
hour is oddly soothing. And
when you feel a stop, you can
pop up on an elbow and groggily look out at, say, Holdrege,
Neb., at 2:30 a.m.
I’ll be the first to admit that
I pull out my phone in idle
situations that might otherwise involve conversing with
strangers. But I found the
polite conversation that the
dining car requires refreshing. Sally and I were seated
with two strangers for each
of the seven meals we had on
the train, and all were pleasant, interesting companions.
Even better was watching my
daughter smoothly rise to the
challenge of seven consecutive “So what do you want to
study in college?” questions.
(She isn’t sure yet.)
Especially memorable was
meeting the grandson of a
recently deceased literary legend, who was returning from
the funeral. Our conversation continued in the cafe car,
where he offered my daughter
kind and helpful observations
on his own college experience.
A big allure of the Zephyr is

the scenery, specifically the
two giant mountain ranges it
crosses. After a morning stop
in Denver, the train begins its
long, wandering path through
the Rockies, with breathtaking views around every turn.
Later come the Sierra Nevada
mountains of eastern California, where we ooohed and
aaahed at the sweeping vistas
through Donner Pass.
In Berkeley, I booked the
Graduate hotel thinking it
was a playful take on the college town’s role in the famous
1967 movie. Spoiler alert: It
isn’t. But it is part of a Chicago-based chain of boutique,
college-adjacent hotels. We
were able to enjoy a quirky,
comfortable home base and
get a good sense, beyond the
traditional tour, of both the
town and the University of
California, Berkeley, which
was across the street.
Few things make one look
more like a dorky tourist than
participating in a Segway tour.
But a sketchy outfit in San
Diego once let my daughter
ride one when she was 7, so
we honored the memory by
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